The word error probability of binary linear block codes is evaluated in Rayleigh fading channels with diversity reception far three decoding algorithms: error correction (EC), errorlerasure correction (EEC). and maximum likelihood (MLI soft decoding algorithms. The performance advantage of EEC over EC In the required average SNR decreases as the number of ditersity channels increases. The performance advantage of EEC over EC does not depend on the specific value of word error probability although the advantage of ML soft decoding ovcr EC increases for lower word error probability.
Word error probability uf binury lineur block codes: Consider digital communication systems with L diversity channels in Rayleigh fading channels. Consider binary codes denoted by (n. k ) with length n and dimension k. Assume that each channel has identical average signal to noise ratio (SNR) r, and that signals in each channel undergo independent fading. When maximal ratio combining (MRC) is used, rc is given by l k r, = --r Lri ' where r, is the average SNR per bit. The instantaneous SNR y after MRC becomes a chi-square distributed random variable with 2L degrees of freedom [3] . The probability density function of y is given by Assume that fading is so slow that SNR IS constant at least during symbol duration. With coherent BPSK, the symbol error prohability with y is given by
where Consider the case where the error correction decoding algorithm is used. The average symbol error probability is given by [3] With ideal interleaving. error events of each symbol in a codeword are mutually independent. Let e be the number of errors in a codeword. Correct decoding is guaranteed as long as 2e+l 5 d where d is the minimum distance of the code. The word error probability is given by where Lxl is the greatest integer that does not exceed x.
Consider the case where the error/erasure correction decoding algorithm is used. Symbols having SNR below the erasure threshold T, are erased. The symbol erasure probability is given by
The average symbol error probability among uii-erased symbols is given by Interchanging the integration order and performing the integration, eqn. . With ideal interleaving, error events and erasure events of each symbol in a codeword are mutually independent. Let e and s be the number of errors and erasures in a codeword, respectively. Correct decoding is guaranteed as long as 2e+s+l 5 d. The word error probability is given by (101 Consider the case where the maximum likelihood soft decoding algorithm is used. Let P, he the probability that a received vector is decoded as a codeword separated by Hamming distance i from the transmitted codeword. P, is the average symbol probability of BPSK with iL diversity channels [9] . P, is given by eqn. 4 with iL diversity channels. The word error probability is given by Pn. I A P ,
where A , is the number of codewords with Hamming weight i.
Numerical rrsulfs:
The word error probability P , of a (23, 12) Golay code is shown in Fig. 1 for the error correction (EC), error/ erasure correction (EEC), and maximum likelihood (ML) soft decoding algorithms. In the EEC decoding algorithm, there exists an optimum erasure threshold T,,,, which gives minimum P,. T,,,,, is a function of average SNR and the number of diversity channels L. P , in the EEC decoding algorithm refers to the case with T,op,. In the required average SNR per bit for P , = IO'. EEC gives 1.2dB gain over EC and ML soft gives 5.5dB gain over EC when L = I. EEC gives 0.1 dB gain over EC and ML soft gives 2.3dB gain over EC when L = 4. The gain of EEC over EC in the required average SNR is not significantly dependent on the specific value of P,. EEC decoding is more effective when L is small because it is easy to make erasures. The gain of ML soft over EC in the required average SNR increases for lower P,.
Conclusion:
The word error probability of binary linear block codes has been presented in Rayleigh fading channels with diversity reception for the error correction (EC), errorterasure correction (EEC), and maximum likelihood (ML) soft decoding algorithms. Coherent BPSK, maximal ratio combining, and ideal interleaving are assumed. 
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exact expression is derived fcir the avcrage symbol error probability among un-erased symbols in the closed form. T h e word error probabilities are readily evaluated using a personal computer. T h e performance advantage of EEC over EC in the required average SNR does not depend on the specific value of word error probability and decreases as the number of diversity channels increases.
The performance advantage of the M L soft decoding algorithm over EC increases foi-lower u o r d error probability. An efficient quantisatioii method of line spectrum pairs (LSP) which has good performance and very IOW complexity and memory is proposed. The ordering property of the LSP parameters is utilised in the DPCM scheme. The new scdlar quantisation algorithm requires 32bitlframe to achieve I dB? average spectral distortion. The quantisation performance has also been shown to k rohust across databases and different speakers. 
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